Double Meaning Words

Homographs are words that have one spelling, but two or more meanings. For every word below, write two sentences that illustrate the multiple meanings of the words.

Break

Track

Fire

Shop

Place

Set

Store
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Double Meaning Words

Here are some possible definitions to assist you with your task.

Break

(verb) To make something stop functioning, or change in a detrimental way

(noun) A respite

Track

(verb) To follow

(noun) A pathway

Fire

(noun) A burning mass of material

(verb) To remove someone from their employment

Shop

(verb) To make purchases

(noun) A store

Place

(verb) To put something in particular position

(noun) A specific location

Set

(noun) A collection

(verb) To place something in a particular position

Store

(verb) To put away somewhere

(noun) A place of business